Most of traditional batteries are based on the redox chemistry of inorganic species (mainly metals), of which some are scarce natural resources, often costly (even toxic) and energy greedy at the process level. Alternatively, organic chemistry provides great opportunities for finding innovative electrode materials and developing potentially greener electrochemical storage systems. Based on the tailoring of naturally abundant chemical elements (e.g., C, H, N, O), organics give the true possibility of being prepared from renewable resources and eco-friendly processes. Additionally, a better recycling management is expected for such batteries because organic compounds can thermally be eliminated with possible heat recovery. Last but not least, two types of electrochemical mechanisms can be used in practice: n-type structures with cations release/uptake and p-type structures with anions uptake/release.

These last ten years, significant progress has been achieved on redox-active organics bringing them positively to the attention of the energy storage community as demonstrated by the rapid increase in the number of studies and recent reviews on the topic [1]. However, the search for efficient organic electrode materials is still a burgeoning field and one of the most challenging tasks remains the fabrication of long lasting and high energy organic batteries.

For the past few years, we have been revisiting selected n-type organic structures based on carbonyl/carboxyl functional groups and identified stable redox-active organic structures able to reversibly accommodate lithium. For instance, efficient lithiated positive electrode materials have been developed [2]. Beyond this class of organic materials, this contribution will be more importantly focused on the development of novel p-type non polymeric compounds able to intercalate anions at average operating potentials > 3.2 V vs. Li+/Li giving rise to organic electrode materials exhibiting higher energy densities.
